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ampus alcohol use limited Devastating ''ice''
if Sara Schroeder
News Editor
••

•• ·••···... .. 2

Last Thursday, Vice President of

'"· •" •• •......... ·' ·· P.n,~tudent Life Judy Chambers issued a
7
···· P.~IJ!oratorium that prohibits the use of
~d alcohol at any student parties.
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"Student party" implies any party
~eld on campus that is registered
.ugh ~ ~ffice of Stude~t Life or
1dentia1Life. Thus, both residence
ails and Greek houses will be affected. "Hard alcohol" is anything
except beer and wine. Student parties

E

held off campus will not be affected,
nor does it affect students' activities
in their own rooms.
Chambers' moratorium is effective immediately, and the issue will be
referred to theAlcohol Policy Review
Committee for study. The committee,
chaired by Dean of Students Bill Barr,
will decide whether to include it as a
part of the University's Alcohol Policy.
Chambers said she initiated the
policy as a result of "problems that
have arisen over the use of hard liq-

...
uor."
Barr said, ''There's always been
rumors about what's in mixed drinks
and this will take care of that." He
added that if beer comes out of a keg
and wine comes out of a bottle, there
won't be any questions about what is
in the beverage.
Student reaction to the proposal
was mixed. Many felt that it was an
offense against student rights.
"Ifyou're21 youshouldbeableto
drink what you want." saidAlanFleming.

Anthony Williams agreed. "Individuals can choose what to drink and
what not to drink," he said. "I don't
think they should penalize people."
Mike Reid felt that it was unfair to
"people who don't enjoy beer."
Others felt that it would'be a positive move.
"As an R.A., I've seen first hand
the dangers of hard alcohol," said
John Seabreeze. "I've waited in hospitals to see if I'll have one less resident alive. But, as a student, [I think]
people have responsibility for their
own choices."
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This weekend the UOP Forensics

... "' •.................... 3P~team will compete in its fourth tour.. •" ..................... 2p.m nament in as many weeks. The up-

coming tournament will be held in
Sacramento.
The team just returned from the
p.:.:..:.:.:.::.:.:.:.:.:.;.:..:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:~~tste:ve Collins Invitational hosted by

----~~~~:~~ Junior College. Trineue

...- ......~ won a third place speaker
for novice debat.e and Phil
fa..uu•~ received a finalist award for
impromptu.
The previous week the team attended the Raisin Invitational at CalifomiaState University, Fresno. UOP
won the overall sweepstakes award.
Trinette Marquis and Margo Schmidt
· won a second place novice debate
trophy. Marquis also received a finalist award in novice impromptu. Chris
Halkin won second place in novice
impromptu and Bill Dotinga wonflfst
Dotinga also won a second place
novice persuasion award and a fiCSt
place in open division speech to en~.

Gil Castillo- The Pacifican

Despite the chilly air, the fl~werlng plum tress are In bloom on Knoles Lawn, the first sign of
spring at UOP.
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ing spies and feeling a sense of panic
at all times.
Treatment for the users requires
hospitalization for detoxification and
to stop the hallucinations. Yet. even
after hospitalization, the drugs do not
completely leave the body for a month
and doctors cannot predict when the
psychological damage will manifest
itself.
Successful rehabilitation in the
traditional sense is difficult to predict.
Because the drug is not organic, like
cocaine, the body's reaction is more
severe. Some patients show no improvement even after two years in
treatment. according to Earlene Piko,
director of substance abuse at the
Wai'anae Community Mental Health
Center in Hawaii in a Newsweek article.
The drug also claims helpless
victims. ','Ice babies" suffer even more
than the tragic crack babies, being
hypersensitivetotouchandcryingfor
24 hours without stopping.
..
Ice, a synthetic methamphetamine, is heated and smoked in a liquid
incense burner, then cooled and
reused. For $30, a user can buy a
week's supply ofcrystal meth that can
be loaded anytime and carried anywhere.
According to a recent study in San
Diego, ice was labeled as "Southern
California's drug of choice."
"They're predicting that there will
be effectS seen in middle class America and for four to six months no one
will see the side effects," said Abbott.

The National Collegiate Athletic
Association's (NCAA) convention in
Dallas on Jan. 8-10 produced several
rule changes affecting college sports.
These changes include testing athletes on campus for drugs, Proposition 42 and reducing practice time as
well as the number of season games.
Ted Leland, UOP's athletic director, stated that the new intercollegiate
ruling will have very little impact on
the sports at UOP.
On the issue of drug testing for
steroids and other perfonnance enhancing drugs, Ifland said, "If you
want to play college sports, you have
to sign a statement that says you are
willing to be tested for drugs.
"That is a sad day when we have to
test athletes who are supposed to
represent the very best in our society,"
Leland said.
Proposition 42, a measure designed to tighten scholastic standards,
requires athletes to have a 2.0 gradepoint average and to meet a minimum

score on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SA1). If these requirements are not
met. frrst year students attending college on scholarship will be ineligible
to play intercoUegiate sports.
Leland felt that this particular
ruling will not have an impact on
UOP because most of the students
here have SAT scores above 700. The
ruling, however, may affect public
institutions which accept "partial
qualifiers," students who do not have
an above avet;age high school academic record.
The NCAA ruling also limits the
amount of time an athlete can spend
practicing each week and the number
of games in season. For example, the
basketball season will be cut from 28
to 25 games, and spring football practice will be cut to 15 practices with
only 10 in pad unifonn.
Leland stated that he was in favor
of the ruling because it helps UOP.
"Anything that makes it more stringent on our competitors in tenns of
missed class time or hours of practice
helps us because we tend to be on that
endofthe spectrum anyway," he said.

This Week

Senate Seats

Junior (three seats) :
9~
Suzi Ishikawa

Crystalmethamphetamine,known
on the street as ice because of its clear,
crystal fonn, has begun to make its
way into the social spotlight. As addictive as crack cocaine, yet far more
dangerous, the side effects of this
drug are shocking laboratory technicians and physicians.
In the United States, the drug was
originally concentrated in Hawaii but
has recently spread to Southern California and has occasionally been seen
in the San Joaquin Valley. The drug is
cheap, has a high which lasts from 8 to
10 hours and gives a sense of well
being to its users.
Although not visible for four to six
months, the side effects have proven
to be deadly. Among the damages are
fatal lung and kidney disorders and
long lasting schizophrenic symptoms.
Sue Abbott, a credentialed addictions counselor at Cowell Health
Center, said, "It appeals to people
because they feel like they can accomplish things more rapidly. They
don't think about the side effects of
the drug."
Accessibility, low cost and a sense
of power caused by ice are overshadowed by the latest discoveries of its
long-lastingsideeffects. Schizophrenia seems to be the most disturbing
psychological damage of the drug.
U
xtrcme paranoia and
report bearing voices, having implanted speakers in their brains, see-

Staff Writer

ASUOP Election
Information

Senior (three seats):
Steve Brokaski

Staff Writer

By Leuenda Cabrera

candidates begin

John Carmichael

By Michele Brunick

Leland favors
NCAA changes

.

At Governor's Cup, the first tournament of the semester, Trinette
Marquis and Jimmy Lee broke to
quarter finals in novice debate.
Dotinga won a second place in open
division speech to entertain.

hits U.S. market

Christopher East

UOP knows basketball ............................... ~ .... 4

The Events
John Seabreeze

Beth Hutchins
Jeffrey Weinberg

Off-campus (one seat):
No candidates at this date

Candidates' Debate
McCaffrey Center
Conference Room

Thurs. Feb. 22, 8 p.m.

Financial Aid cuts proposed ............................ 5
Atchley to sign exchange agreement ............. 6
Running: The vogue sport .............................. 7

Candidates' Forum
McCaffrey Center
Elections

Fri. Feb. 23, noon

Out with the old, in with the new .................. 8
Feb. 27-28

Baseball ties up Titans in 2nd half win ........... 9

~NEWS
IN TH£ NEWS

Video yearbook proposed

The Career Planning and Placement Office offers new summer job
listings...The office has infonnation and applications for summer camps
and parks all over the country. Job possibilities include camp counselors,
food service personnel, front desk clerks, and land and water sports
specialists. For more infonnation contact Jo Wagner, 946-2361.
UOP alumna wills estate to establish scholarship fund ...Interest
from the $675,000 endowment will produce 10-15 Janet Rose Baker
Robinson Endowed Scholarships each year, with preference given to
students majoring in education. Robinson graduated from the College of
the Pacific in 1936 and pursued a teaching career.
KUOP radio station presents fashion show and dance
fundraiser...UOP's public radio station will hold a fashion show and
dance on Saturday, Feb. 24 from 7 p.m. until midnight at the Pacific
Athletic Club. Tickets are $12 in advance and $15 at the door. Proceeds
from the evening will go toward the support of KUOP's commercial free
radio programming for the Central Valley and Mother Lode areas. For
more infonnation call KUOP, 946-2582.
Beyond War of UOP hosts breakfast... Beyond War ofUOP is having
their weekly "Red-Eye" rap breakfast in Grace Covell Dining Hall at 7: 15
a.m. every Thursday. This week's subject is the tension and U.S. influence
in Central America. The group meets infonnally over breakfast, and
participation is not required- only listening.
Seattle Seahawks president to speak at UOP...Tom Flores, president
and general manger of the football team, will speak on "Leadership,
Teamwork and Winning" on Thursday, Feb. 15 at 7:30p.m. in the Faye
Spanos Concert Hall. Flores, who graduated from UOP in 1959, will be the
third speakerin the School ofBusiness and PublicAdministration 's Pacific
Business Forum. For more infonnation, contact Dr. Thomas Hall, associate dean, SBPA, 946-2643.
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CRIME REPORT:

Fir.e alarms continue
to plague dorms
Stockton Police recovered the vehicle.

Compiled by:
Public Safety

Fire
Thef't
A resident of John Ballantyne
reponed a pair of stereo speakers
stolen from the basement sometime
between the evening ofFeb. 4 and the
evening of Feb. 5.

a f~se fue alann w~
activated on the first floor of Grace
Covell.
Auto Theft
A student reponed that his Jeep
Cherokee was stolen from the parking lot behind the fraternities sometime between Feb. 8 and Feb. 9. The

There was a minor kitchen fire in
the Townhouse Apartments on Feb. 9
at 8 p.m. Residents left food on the
stove while they were outoftheapartment The resident assistant extinguished the fire before any damage
. was done.

Public Safety is strictly enforcing
all parking regulations. Public Safety
advises students to park only in properly marked parking spaces and to
have the proper permit for the parking
lot. Finally, Public Safety asks that
students display their parking pennits
.either in their rear windows or rear
bumpers.

Create your own... :
Top it with.imagination!
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... Fudge Bar
Orange &

Cream Bar
·

Refresh your
memory of two
childhood favorites!
The Hoagen-Dozs Fudge Bar
.
with imported Collebout
Belg,on Chocolate for a deep, intense Chocolate taste The
O. range & Cream ~or is a delightful blend of our Von ilia ice
c1eam and ~efreshmg <;Jronge Sorbet. Create your own
tastte sdensaflon by oddmg your favorite toppings and make
yes er oy even better!

---------------Savesoc

on the purchase of one .
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I
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By Sara Schroeder
News Editor
UOP students may soon have two
options when it comes to remembering their college years. John Kuyper,
a sophomore engineering major, is
striving to see a video yearbook available at UOP.
"A video yearbook captures the
spirit of a school on video," said
Kuyper. "It features Homecoming,
concerts, plays, dances, classes, studying and other extracurricular events.
At UOP special events like Anchor
Splash, Band Frolic and Quad Olympics would also be included." He
added that he hoped that publicity
would help unveil events that the video
yearbook staff did not know about
Kuyper explained that video yearbooks were generally done by topics,
each set off by a different song. He
used sports as an example, saying that

a fast-tempo song would be chosen.
Highlights of the sports, crowds and
winning scores, when available, would
be shown.
Other topics would be student life
and donns, each done in the same
fashion. "The point is to show student
life, to capture the spirit of UOP on
video to be remembered in the future," Kuyper said.
Kuyper has taken his proposal to
theASUOP Senate to ask for funding.
He wants to make it a branch of
ASUOP to ensure regular continued
productions. The Senate has agreed to
consider the project in the Finance
Committee.
Start up costs for the project are
$8,500. The equipment necessary
would be two or three cameras, an
editing system and a special effects
generator. Once the equipment is
purchased, tapes and publicity money
would be the only annual purchases

required.
Kuyper is currently waiting on a
bid from a local video equipment
distributer, Lodi Video, which is
owned by a UOP alumnus.
Based on his experience with his
high school's video yearbook, Kuyper
speculated that the project would
probably make a profit once it is established.
Kuyper anticipates the cost of the
tape to students to be between $10 and
$15, based on surveys distributed to
determine what people would be willing to pay.
The only concern is that of copyrights for songs used on the video, but
Kuyper said he may conduct a soundtrack contest among UOP students.
Kuyper is also involved with the
development and production of this
year's Band Frolic video.

New class scheduling approved
By Brian Capsavage
Staff Writer
Beginning in the fall of 1990, UOP
will have a new class scheduling
system. The system initiated by the
new Vice President of Academic Affairs Joe Subbiondo was approved by
the Academic Council early last
December.
The system is based on time blocks
that will standardize times that classes
can be scheduled across all departments. For four unit classes this would
mean that the class will meet either
Monday-VVednesday-Fridayforone
hour and 20 minutes each day, or
Tuesday- Thursday for one hour and
50 minutes each day.
The new approach will benefit
students in preventing class conflicts
by distributing classes more evenly

Though most classes fit into the
schedule, some such as labs, languages
and project-oriented classes will be
granted variances to fit the needs of
the subject
Most departments have been receptive to the changes, according to
The new
Fennell. "I have been quite pleased by
scheduling will
the cooperation of the departments
and schools," he said.
have the most
The new scheduling will have the
drastic effect on
most drastic effect on the School of
Business and Public Administration,
the School of
where Fridays have been left open for
Business and
purposes of recruitment, internships,
Public
special events and faculty meetings.
Dean
of SBPA Mark Plovnick generAdministration... ally approves
of the new system,
allow the facilities to be used more saying it has its ups and downs.
efficiently by avoiding gaps of hours - However,SubbiondonotedthatSBPA
and days when the classrooms are was the first school or department to
empty.
get their fall schedule submitted.
over the day, according to Lee Fennell, associate vice president. Also,
students would not be prohibited from
taking a class because it overlaps
another by an hour.
Standardizing class schedules will

Residence
halls may
close due
to empty
rooms
By Tract Etinger
Staff Writer
The Office of Student Life
announced that it is tentatively
ning on closing two of the Quad
dence halls next fall. These halls
either be remodeled or used to
conferences and academic
programs throughout the school
Currently, thedeparunentis
to get a sense of how much
would result from the closure.
cordingtoJesseMarks,=ll'V\olCtU:IIII
of students, freshman ._.u.uu.ou~;•a•
decreased by 75 students this
which means a potential
$747,120 to $996,160 for the
sity. This drop has resulted in
sary budget changes and
mately 200 hundred empty beds.
If enrollment continues to
crease, the closure would be
cial. The University would use
opportunity to either make
repairs or redecorate the
ings. However, if new
sion increases, at least one
halls scheduled to close would
!
main open.
According to Marks, no
has been made regarding which
halls would close.
AstheOfficeofSLUu''"'"'"'u~

to get infonnation on the closure,
department will be meeting wee!kl'•
make more solid decisions.
while, the issue is still being
gated.

AUTHORIZED DEALER
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Okay, so we didn't have a fire. It got
you~ attention, didn't it? What we do
have is HOT, HOT, HOT prices on ·all re-·
maining NEC computers in stock. We're
closing them out and every unit must
go!

.

These are DOS-based AT machines with 20 to 40 MB hard drives.
Choose monochrome or EGA color monitors
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UOP knows

basketball
A 13-9 record may not be something to run screaming to
Sports Illustrated about, but it is progress when you consider
the holder of that record is the UOP men's basketball team.
You may remember two seasons ago when the men's team
made headlines by losing 22 straight games. In those days a
winning record for UOP men's basketball seemed about as
likely as Mike Tyson losing a heavyweight title fight.
Times have changed, though, and in 1990 anything seems
possible. A lot of credit for the turnaround must go to Head
Coach Bob Thomason who in two full seasons has built the
Tigers into a competitive force in the Big West.
Consider a few facts, for instance:
This year's squad is off to its best start in nearly a decade and
stands a good chance of being only the third Tiger team in the
last ten years to finish the season with a winning record.
With 13 wins so far this season, the team has surpassed its
win total for the past two seasons, a less than stellar 12-45
mark. And with a relatively young team, the future looks to be
full of even more victories.
Now before we get too carried away and start predicting
national championships, we must remember that UOP is still no
UNLV, the perennial Big West champions. We may never be.
But it looks as if our days of being the laughingstock of Big
West basketball are over for good.
And that bodes well for the University in general. Although
in the whole scheme of things athletics aren't as important as
academics, a winning team does contribute to the positive
image of the University, especially in the Stockton area.
It should also provide something for the spiritless members
of UOP's student body to take some pride in.
We've finally got a winner in the Spanos Center. In fact, they
play there tonight at 7:30 against San Jose State. Since this is
UOP, plenty of seats should be available.
Consider that a hint.
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Thumbs down to pro-life tactics
A few weeks ago, I passed a funeral procession on I-5. At least 50
cars were following a black hearse
which contained a rose-covered casket. Many of the cars held both parents and children. But this wasn't a
nonnal funeral procession - these
were pro-lifers on their way to an
anti-abortion protest.
Being pr<>--ehoice, I was initially
angered by their stance on the abortion issue. But as I passed by car after
car, I became angrier. Not only for
what they believed, but for the way
communicated those beliefs.
Every single car I passed had
anti-abortion signs taped to the windows. Some had slogans such as
"Choose Life: Your Mother Did."
It is this kind of anti-abortion
warfare that angers me. Granted,
pro-lifers are dedicated to their cause.
But in their fight against abortion,
they have resorted to tactics which
obscure the real issue and don't take
into account all its aspects. Their tactics, like the anti-abortion legisla::.
tion they propose, can't addre?silie
circumstances surrounding a

ing in the protests angered me. If
woman's unwanted pregnancy.
Slogans such as "Choose Life: people are anti-abortion, that's their
Your Mother Did" appeal to people's belief. But when pro-life demonstraemotions, but they don't deal with the tors involve their children in the proissue rationally. "Choose Life: Your test, they are only creating another
problem. BeMother Did" imcause of their
plies that a woman
age, children
By Rhonda Filer
should never have
can't possibly
anabortion,regardbegin to underless of her situation.
Editor in Chief
stand the issue,
And how many of
much less dethose pro-lifers
knew that their mothers "chose life" velop a point of view on it. They
every time? Also, many of those believe only what their parents tell
people telling women to "choose life" them.
The abortion issue is a difficult
were men. Would those men be so
eager to "choose life" if they were one and an issue that will never be
faced with a pregnancy they did not totally resolved. However, children,
who cannot comprehend all the aswant?
pects
of the issue, should not be inMany of the anti-abortion provolved
in protests such as these. Chiltesters I saw that day also had their
dren
today
are already faced with
children with them. Later I saw more
pro-lifers on television. Again many adult problems such as drugs and
had their kids with them. But the alcohol which they are not ready to
children were not silent observers. handle. Bringing them into the aborThey carried signs and shouted their tion debate only gives them yet andisapproval as loudly as their parents other problem which they don't fully
understand and are not capable of
did.
Seeing those children participat- dealing with.

to
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Pacifican Letters to the Editor
The Pacific an welcomes letters to the editor.-All letters must
be typed, double spaced, and shoul< not contain more than 250
words. They must be signed and must include a verifiable
telephone number.
The Pacifican reserves th~ right to edit all letters for length

P~liC:y

and clarity.
Deadline for submissions is Monday at noon. Bring or
your letters to The Pacifican, UOP-Hand Hall 3rd Floor,
ton, CA 95211

*Yes. There J more fresh fruit at every
meal. The food has gotten a little bit
better. They're cooking it better."

Will Altlg

Freshman
Engineering

Julie Moore
Freshman
International studies

,

t:f"=)

"No. The food is the same. It's OK,
but it could be better."

"The food is better but it still has a
way to go. One time they had peas
in meatloaf-it was disgusting. u

~It's cleo: that they're trying to
1mprove 1t. It looks better, but it
doesn't taste better. They're trying.
Whether they succeed is another
story. u

stag~-;;arch on Feb. 1 fr

dowtttown Greensboro Woq
w~.Y four black students
wh
Years ago, four
u,ts-only lunch counter
~ lanager told them the
to 1 the Students refused
ch counters in 54 cit'
It
cam addition to th"ts year'
Ia ~uses-including

:thuty

u~hed a series

"Have you noticed any changes In the dining hall this semester?"
Sonya Momohara
Sophomore
Pharmacy

sur

Unfortunately these tactics
~.uperior
the anti-abortion protesters
be working. On television
(<IPS) _ Private colleg
night, I saw that in the South,
prep~ng students f~r the b~
doctors won't perfonn
anymore - not because they
execfives surveyed m the ~
rte survey was released
anti-abortion, but because of
sure from pro-life communities. for llldependent Colleges, a
foun~tions and association
Pro-choice advocates are
with a difficult problem: bow
Tte executives said that
convince people that a woman
smdttlts who think critically,
the right to control her body
ship.
resorting to tb~rwar-like tactics
e surVey co~8ted bus
the pro-lifers. J>ro..-ehoice
tWillldlr1sin.
... ' 1 '
must continue to fight for
is gratifyink10 see a
rights. They must lobby an>J'Ptnn,. tronll,(lnl(lepienaent colleges,l
officials who seek to make
FourJ!ation of Independent
illegal. Theymustbejustas
However, public univer
their beliefs as the pro-lifers are.
" would challenge that
If they don't, they will be
Arndt, associate dean of the
ing the pro-lifers to go on
Mungie, Ind.
ing their belief that abortioo
" .omparing private an
ways wrong. The pro-lifers
oran es," he added.
continue to be like one little
passed in that funeral nrni'P<fi..aJ
Not understanding what she
promoting, she gave me the
up" sign. I drove on.
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~?N, OH (CPS)- No more public parties will be held at the
Umvers1ty of Akron, President William Muse said Jan. 24.
~till angry about two recent bashes that ended in fights, Muse banned
parties at the school's student center, residence halls and five houses the
university leases to sororities and fraternities.
"We cannot tolerate this type of behavior," Muse said of a mid-January
on-campus party that ended when Aleron police were called in to break up
a fight. A similar incident ended an October campus party, too.
Muse said he will consider lifting the ban when more stringent regulations are adopted to ensure better student conduct.

Student leader acquitted of
vandalism charges

I
I

BINGHAMPTON, NY (CPS) - A former president of the Jewish
Student Union at the State University of New York (SUNY)-Binghamton
has been acquitted of charges that he himself vandalized and spray-painted
anti-Semitic slogans in the JSU office.
James Oppenheim was acquitted of two charges that he trashed his own
office in November, 1988, apparently, police speculated, in hopes of
creating an incident to draw attention to him and the JSU. If convicted,
Oppenheim could have served up to a year in prison.
Investigators said they suspected Oppenheim because there had been no
evidence of a forced entry into the office and because the student claimed
he was "disappointed" by the turnout for a rally he had organized to
denounce the vandalism.
It "was a perfectly awful investigation," said Oppenheim's lawyer, N.
Theodore Sommer, who added police failed to consider other JSU members and other student managers who had a key to the office as suspects.
Although no other suspect has been identified, SUNY-Binghamton
officials said it's unlikely they will reopen their investigation into the
incident.
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Midwest survey: Private colleges
superior to states' institutions
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(CPS) - Private colleges do a better job than public universities in
preparing students for the business world, said a group of 500 business
executives surveyed in the Midwest.
The survey was released in mid-lanuary by the Ameritech Partnership
for Independent Colleges, a consortium of Midwest independent college
foundations and associations.
The executives said that private colleges do a better job in developing
students who think critically, communicate effectively and provide leadership.
The survey co\ltited'bu~inesses in Ohio, Illinois, Indiana: Michigan and
Wi~onSin.

<J

"It is gratifyirig1o see a greater appreciation of the students who come
from independent colleges," said Kenneth Hoyt, president of the Ohio
Foundation of Independent Colleges.
However, public university officials disagree with the survey.
"I would challenge that I think we do a pretty good job here," said Terry
Arndt, associate dean of the college of business at Ball State University in
Muncie, Ind.
"Comparing private and public schools is like comparing apples and
oranges," he added.
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Civil rights sit-In commemorated
A

Policy
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GREENSBORO, NC (NSNS) - Hundreds of Greensboro students
staged a march on Feb. 1 from North Carolina A&T State University to the
downtown Greensboro Woolworth Deparunent S~ore, re-enacting a similar
walk by four black students in 1960 that sparked the civil rights movement
Thirty years ago, four black frrst-year students from A&T sat at the
whites-only lunch counter in Woolworth's and d-.manded service. When
the manager told them the counter was segregated and declined to serve
weeks, sit-ins spread
them the students refused to leave. In the following
.
to lunch counters in 54 cities across nine Southern states.
In addition to this year's march, students from eight Greensboro-area
campuses-including Greensboro, Guilford and Bennett Collegeslaunched a series of"teach-ins" in cooperation with People for the American Way in North Carolina. Organizers say these educational pro~s.are
teaching local middle school and high school students about the s1t-ms,
civil rights and civil disobedience. They involve 100 college students and
more than 5,000 secondary school pupils.
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Financial aid cuts proposed
(CPS)- Even as he called in his
Jan. 31 State of the Union address to
reform American schools, President
George Bush proposed a federal
budget that would cause more than a
million collegians to lose all or part of
their financial aid, observers maintained.
More than 300,000 students would
lose aid if two Bush budget items
pass: to kill the State Student Incentive Grant (SSIG) program and cut
funding for Perkins Student Loans.

submitted a 3-inch thick book of
budget proposals to Congress, the
president urged schools to do better
and to make U.S. students "first in the
world in math and science" by the
year2000.
"If I was going to do a report card
for' the Education President,' I'd give
him a B-plus for rhetoric, a C-minus
for fmance and an A for political
science," said Dallas Martin, head of
the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators
(NASFAA).
The $1.23 trillion budget for the
nation includes $24.6 billion for education -up from $24.1 billion-but
it is slightly less than half of what is
needed to keep up with inflation. The
proposed budget will supply money
to the U.S . Department of Education,
which administers most federal college programs, for the Oct. I, 1990
through Sept 30, 1991 fiscal year.
Of that amount, a $500 million
increase- to $1.9 billion- goes for
the Head Start program, which helps
underprivileged preschoolers.
"He's certainly not the Education
President when it comes to funds,"
added Susan Frost of the Committee
for Education Funding (C~F), a
Washington, D.C., lobbying group.
"It's a mistake to measure Bush's
commitment by the amount of money
he spends," countered David Boaz of
the Cato Institute, a conservative think
tank that says more money isn't the
key to improving education.
Student and college lobbyists in
Washington, D.C., however, contend
money is a key.
"Unless (Bush) increases grants
and loans, he's not helping. What good
is getting students prepared to go to

UW fraternity
suspened for
perverse
initiation rites

college if they can 'tget financial aid?"
asked Janet Lieberman of the United
States StudentAssociation (USSA), a
Washington, D.C., group that represents student government presidents.
SEATILE, WA (CPS) -A UniThe administration assumes students who can't get loans will tum to versity of Washington fraternity was
suspended in late January after resithe Pell Grant program for aid .
While Bush did propose increas- dents were found semi-clothed and in
ing Pell Grant funding by $473 mil- the company of two sheep during
lion, it's less than the 4.5 percent initiation rites at their house.
UW's Interfraternity Council
increase needed to keep up with the
inflation rate. In addition, all but$100 (IFC) suspended the Theta Xi fratermillion of the added money would go nity Jan. 24, even before the Seattle
toward covering Gramm-Rudman Animal Control Board fmished its
deficit reduction requirements for investigation into the matter.
"The evidence presented clearly
1989 and 1990.
demonstrates
(Theta Xi members')
As a result, some analysts predict
guilt
and
complete
insensitivity to
about 14,000students would lose their
hazing
and
animal
rights,"
said a state$200 grants altogether, and another
1.3 million students would have their ment issued by the IFC, which refused to list the exact charges brought
awards cut by $50.
"Bush ran on the platform that against the house or to comment on
education was important, but he has whether the sheep had been sodyet to show that. What he has done omized.
"It sounds like the stuffmovies are
with the budget goes against everymade
of," said Jonathan Brant, head
thing he said," asserted University of
of
the
Indianapolis-based National
Missouri at Columbia graduate stuInterfraternity
Council (NIC). "It
dent Scott Cook.
mak~
me
think
of
the movie 'Animal
"He might be saving some bucks
House.
•
This
is
clearly
against NIC
now, but I wonder how much it will
rules,
and
complete!
y
inappropriate."
College Press Service
hurt us in the long run. If people have
Seattle police responding to a call
President Bush
to drop out of school because they
can'tafford it, (the U.S.) will become Jan. 12 found pledges wearing only
Another 1.3 million students
less competitive in the world mar- underwear. Some had white grease on
would lose $200 Pell Grants or have
their hands and peanut butter smeared
ket," Cook added.
their grants cut by $50 if Congress
The Cato Institute's Boaz, for one, on their bodies. The officers reported
approves Bush's proposals.
is happy Bush didn't give large in- that the sheep appeared "overheated
The president also proposed cutcreaSes to education, and says that and agitated."
ting funding for the Stafford Loan
The sheep and pledges were in a
education funding should be cut furprogram, used by 3.7 million students
room
with a sign on the doorthatread,
ther.
· this school year, by $500 million,
"Nobody
allowed except actives,
"We already spend more on edudown to a total 3.3 billion.
pledges
with
permission and clovencation than any other country," Boaz
hooved
animals."
Then, in his State of the Union
said. "We clearly are not getting a
Police turned the animals over to
address, delivered hours after he
good return on our money."
the Seattle Animal Control Department, which will issue a report this
month on whether or not the sheep
were abused.
Theta Xi members were unavailStudent pressure erects monument, debate continues
able for comment.
Both Brant and Eric Berg, secreKENT, OH (NSNS) -After 15 raise more than $6 roillioo.Jor 'M?J'P- Rpmania. Canfora says, the incident
tary of Washington's IFCt say they
years of pressure from students, Kent posed fashion school and mp$CIIW, • i(espefially pertinent oow and de.
haven' treceived other repdrts of aniState University will soon complete a
In a last-ditch effort to salrelthe sdlw.es attention.
mal abuse by fraternities. However.
memorial to one of the most impor- original design, the task force has
However, KSUPresident Michael
last January, members of Washingtant events in student activist history. submitted a proposal to the board of Schwartz, one of 13 members of the
ton's Delta Upsilon fraternity tossed a
But the student group that has led the trustees that would allow the students board of trustees, is satisfied that the
rooster to its death from a classroom
effort for a monument to the Kent to take over efforts to raise the funds debate over the memorial is settled. balcony.
needed.
Schwartz insists, "There is no wisState shootings is not resting yet.
Since 1975, the May 4th Task
Alan Canfora, one of the students dom in repeating what was already
Force has urged the administration to shotduringthedemonstrationin 1970, said." Schwartz also states that any
build a memorial for the 1970 inci- calls the May 4 shootings "the best additional money students raise would
dent in which members of the Ohio kept secret in America." With the be bett.ef spent on "a living memorial
National Guard shot into a crowd of recent massacres in Beijing and - a scholarship fund perhaps."
students protesting the U..S. bombing
of Cambodia. Four students were
•
killed and 13 others were wounded.
In 1986, the school agreed to
I J
I
commemorate the event with a me(CPS) - In the second contromorial. Only days after the design
versy over campus administrators•
was announced, groups such as the
salaries in the past month, a news
American Legion condemned it as "a
media coalition charged Jan. 22 that
memorial to terrorists." KSU's Board
raises given to 28 top California State
tJ
•
of Trustees, citing difficulties in raisUniversity administrators were aping funds, subsequently decided to _ MIDDLEBURY, VT (CPS) dences, Nief said.
proved illegally.
' Fraternities came under scrutiny
scale back the size of the memorial- Middlebury College's six fraternities
CSU's Board ofTrustees violated
from an original cost of $~.3 million must begin admitting women mem- after Vermont's drinking age was open meetings laws when they raised
to $100,000.
bers by 1991 or shut down, the Ver- raised to 21 two years ago, Nief said, Chancellor Ann Reynolds' salary 43 ·
StudentsoftheMay4thTaskForce mont school's trustees voted Jan. 13. and the houses became hot spots.
percent to $195,000, and gave 21-to"Social life at Middlebury Col- 28 percent hikes to 27 other adminisoppose the reduction of the original
The board stopped short of a spedesign and say that the university has cial task force recommendation to lege was being dominated by institu- trators, the California First Amendbeen negligent in raising funds for the abolish all fraterniti~s on the Middle- tions that were already gender restric- ment Coalition charged in a letter to
memorial. Andrea Whitaker, chair of bury campus by May 30, a fate .that tive," Nief said. "Sexism was a con- the board made public Jan. 25.
thetaskforce,pointsoutthattheschool has stricken houses at several other stant complaint Women didn't feel
Two weeks earlier, a Pennsylvarecently hired a professional firm to schools recently, including Colby, comfortable there, and sometimes they niacourtruledthatPennsylvaniaState
Amherst, Gettysburg and Castleton didn't feel safe there."
University students couldn't force the
Middlebury has no sororities.
State colleges.
school to reveal administrators• salaInterim Student Government As- ries because PSU, while state-owned,
At Middlebury, two of the houses,
Sigma Epsilon and Kappa Delta Rho, sociation President LouiseTotten said is not a state agency.
already recruit women. Delta Upsilon the decision reflects an overwhelmConsequently, PSU isn't subject
and Delta Kappa Epsilon members ing vote last year calling for retention to state open records laws, the Comhave said they'll abide by the rules, of a reformed fraternity system.
monwealth Court said.
"Some fraternity members will be
but Chi Psi and Zeta Psi have vowed
In California, "sunshine laws"
to fight the order, said Middlebury very disappointed with the potential require that public officials' salaries
necessity of severing ties with their be discussed in public, said the coalispokesman Ron Nief.
The fraternities must tell Middle- national organizations, while some tion, which represents various print
bury by March if they'll follow the students will be disappointed by the and broadcast media associations.
order. If the answer is no, college maintenance of the fraternity system
Cal State officials declined comofficials will shut the house down, evert with reforms," Totten stated.
ment
and it will he used for student resi"The faculty are furious," said Pat
Nichelson of the California Faculty
KUOP -- Malone's MensWear
Association, the union for20,000CSU
Presents
faculty members. He said no one was
"A House Music Party"
told about the raises before or after the
Fashion Show & Dance
trustees raised Reynolds' salary in the
Saturday, February 24, 1990
closed Nov. 1, 1989, meeting.
Pacific Club - University of The P...cific
Atthesametime,Nichelsonadded,
(Top of The Stadium)
faculty raises have been minute. In
1989, the CSU faculty got a 2.4 perCocktails/Hors d'oauvras 7:00- 8:15
Fashion Show
8:15- 9:15
cent raise for the year.
Danca
9:15- 12:00
Nichelson, himself a trustee at
Santa Monica Community College,
Featuring "Keys to the House" House Music
said he's "amazed" at the CSU trusAfter Five
~
Advance Ticket
tees. "If we acted the way these trusDresa Code KlJ2!:=!1.3
$12.00
(21 or Older)
-::;;;;::- TICI<ETS AV~ AT UOP BooKsrOO£.
tees did, we'd be impeached."

Memorial to Kent State Massacre

Fraternities to accept
women members or
face being shut (Jown
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Workcamps offer Volunteer opportunity

World

Beat
Soviets offer to pull
troops
The Soviet Union declared the
Cold War over and stated its readiness to withdraw all of its troops
from Eastern Europe.
The fonnal government statement expressed the hope that the
U.S.S.R. can withdraw all its troops
from Eastern Europe within the next
five years.
The government expects to conclude agreements with Czechoslovakia and Hungary regarding the
withdrawal of troops, and is willing
to reach a similar agreement with
Poland and East Germany.

Mandela freed
Nelson Mandela was freed from
prison in South Mrica after 27 years
of imprisonment.
Mandela, 71, addressed a crowd
in Cape Town following his release
on Sunday.

U.S. encourages new
arms talks
The Bush administration told
Moscow that it is oreoared to receive Soviet proposals regarding
reductions in long-range nuclear
arms that go beyond the currently
developing treaty. This position is a
shift from the previous attitude held
by the administration.

Soviet reformers wait
Leaders of the pro-democracy
insurgence within the Soviet CommunistPartysaidtheywill wait until
the p~ty's summer congress to

L

1 ...

decide whether or not to fonn a
separate party.

Salvadoran refugee
camp bombed
At least six people, including
five children, were killed Sunday
when the Salvadoran air force
bombed a refugee resettlement
camp.
The bombing followed nearby
fighting between government troops
and leftist guerrillas.

German reunification
possible
West German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl declared that negotiations
regarding Gennan reunification will
begin soon after the March 18 East
Gennan election. Kohl made the
announcement following a meeting
in Moscow with Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev.
The four major World War II
allies, the United States, France,
Britain, and the U.S.S.R., agreed to
a framework for negotiating the
reunification of East and West Germany.

South Africa
discusses universal
suffrage
AtopaidetoSouthAfricanPresident de Klerk said Wednesday that
the South African government expects that the National Party will not
remain in control for longer than
five years. The government expects
to approve a constitution which allows universal suffrage within that
time frame.

A growing number of young
Americans are combining trawl and
volunteer service through journeys of
international goodwill according to
the Council on International Exchange
(CIEE), which sponsors its international Workcamps program in 21
countries in Eastern and Western
Europe, Africa, and North America.
Volunteer service in Workcamps
can include restoring a lOth century
watermill in France, working at a
children's crisis center in Wales, excavating a Roman City in Spain, or
harvesting crops in Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.
"Workcamps have been popular
in Europe since the 1920s, and they
are rapidly becoming popular among
young Americans," says CIEE program director Gina Chase, who noted
a 30 percent increase in enrollment
last year.
Traditionally, international
workcamps allow 15-20 volunteers International Workcamp volunteer lays handcut stone and
from all over the world the opportu- cement to create path and stairway outside a 15th-century
nity to work on a project beneficial to hamlet In La Roche sur Crane, France.
a local community while living in a emphasis in the U.S. on participation "While I was seeingthecountry,learning about it and meeting the people
:o:nmunal fashion, sharing meals, in volunteer service.
"Workcamps versus other ave- there, I was also able to give somedecision making and recreational
nJesofseeingtheworldgiveaperson thing back through volunteer work."
activities.
One reason for the increased popu- a chance to really 'exchange' with the
"My experience in Czechoslovalarity of workcamps is a greater inter- host community," says Jennifer k.ia left me with a rich understanding
est by Arneric ails to meet people from Shipley, a student who worked with and context for the rapid, unexpected
other cultures, along with a growing handicapped children in Wales. changes in the Warsaw Pact nations in

Atchley to sign exchange agreement
By Barbara Muller
International Editor

On Feb. 23 representatives of the
Kwanswei Gakuin University in Japan will sign an international exchange
agreement with President Atchley.
The signing will be conducted at a
reception honoringtherepresentati ves
of Kwanswei University. The reception will be held at the Bechtel International Center from 4 to 5 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 23.
The Japanese representatives include Chancellor Mitsuo Miyata, who

,

,......,
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began his career as an English teacher Humanities. Other administrative
at Kwansei Gakuin Senior High positions he has held at the university
School, continued as a professor of include dean of academic affairs and
English at Kwansei Gakuin Univer- assistant to the president
Mr. Makoto Fujita. executive disity, and served as the dean of student
affairs for five years before becoming rector of the International Center at
Kwansei University visited UOP in
chancellor in 1989.
President Kazuo Tsuge was in- April of last year.
The three men will arrive on
stalled as the 13th president of
Kwansei Gakuin University on April campus on the morning of Feb.23.
1, 1989. Prior to becoming president They will attend a luncheon hosted by
he served as dean of the School of Vice-President of Academic Affairs
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Grow With A
First-Rate Team
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The Navy Medical
Service Corps offers a
professional career
plus the unique
benefits and
rewarding lifestyle of
a Navy officer.
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Subbiondo after which they will
the campus. They will also enjoy
dinner with President Atchley.
The event will involve both U
and the community including alum~
city officials, and Japanese and 1
newspapers, radio, and televisitw
coverage.
For further information aboutdf1.-~------"1
reception contact International
grams at 946-2591.
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• Immediate openings
for many medical
specialties including
optometrists, physical
therapists, physician
assistants, medical
technologists,
pharmacists,
podiatrists, and
health care
administrators.
• Excellent medical
facilities.
•Salary and benefits
competitive with
civilian practice.

Navy Officer
You are tomorrow
You are the Navy.
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Robert Alcala
in today's more fitness aware society.
Rutishauser said, "I don't really
enjoy the actual running; I enjoy how
it makes me feel. I see a lot of other
students, as well as professors, fading
out in the late morning/early afternoon. I don't have that problem. I
have a lot of energy all day long."

"Running is no
longer viewed as a
laborious chore
for athletes only."
The agonies can include injuries.
According to Mel Moretti, clinic director of UOP's Sports Medical Center, there are more hip and knee injuries and shin splints than a few years
ago.
The hip and knee injuries result
from the abuse of joints that try to
withstand the constant jarring of running. Shin splints are caused by the
muscle in the shin pulling away from
the bone. All of these injuries ~.re
caused by subjecting the muscle to
unaccustomed stress when beginning
to run or increasing the duration or
intensity of a run.
Runners World magazine conducted a study on 1600 runners to find
out the extent of a runner's injuries.
The report concluded that "one in five
runners had suffered knee or Achilles
tendon damage. One in 10 had experienced shin splints, orforefoot breaks,
bruises and strains."
Rutishauser, who has never experienced a running-related injury,
boasts that proper training and equipment is the cause of his lack of injuries. Weber, however, developed run-

ner's knee, which occurs when the
cartilage under the kneecap gets irritated and eventually wears away.
Weber refused to stop running when
the pain in his knee began and he kept
running even when he couldn't walk
the following day. Eventually he had
to stop and begin treatment.
Moretti claims that in general
running related injuries have decreased consistent!y over the past three
years. "We've seen a decrease in injuries because runners come in when
the pain begins, we treat them and
then we advise on a change in equipment, usually shoes. Many people run
without proper running shoes and that
is a guarantee for injury."
Regardless of potential injuries,
many people still run. Stockton-based
Sundance Running Club is the oldest
running club in Stockton and has over
100 members.
The running club exists for people
who view running as a positive activity in their lives, as well as the community. It also is a source of information and support to runners of all ages
and abilities. The running club offers
timed fun runs every Saturday, weekday mornings and mid-afternoon runs,
training runs and staged runs along
with social events and monthly meetings.
Cindy Milford, community race
coordinator, said that the club is a
positive reinforcement for her. Milford
isarunnerherselfandisalsoamember
of· the Tamahumara Running Club.
She coordinated such sponsored
events as the April Aspamgus FcstivalRunandassistscommunitygroups
in staging their events.
On Saturdays you can find the

.Tis the season to go skiing
er information about*-IL-----------ntact International
Robert J. Kriegel Ph.D.
2591 .
uest Writer

Whether you're a beginner or an wrong, take a deep breath, relax and
expert skier, you might look down a picture yourself doing it right.
long, winding slope and experience
As a former coach for Olympic,
When you ski, you use your mind fear and apprehension. This can re- world class and professional athletes,
! - -----..:..._,.,much as your body. Your thoughts, ally sabotage your ski run.
I've worked with skiers, swimmers,
you look down the slope, or while
To improve your mind-set, pre- runners-all kinds of pros and amaare skiing, will help determine pare yourselfbefore you get to the top teurs. I've also conducted seminars
much control you'll have over of the mountain. Ask yourself, "Am I for business and academics. The sucskis and how much fun you'll relaxed, can I visualize a clean run?" cess stories have a few elements in
ve.
If your answer is no, you're expe- common: peak performers have conDid you ever have one of those riencing sabotage thinking. Think trol over their thinking, they visualize
t breakthrough runs when every- about what you're thinking. Are you wins and have fun doing what they are
. gjust clicked and you skied better worrying about falling? Getting hurt? doing.
Remember, if you learn to control
usual, almost floating down the Looking bad? Is a little voice inside
saying"Youcan'tskiarunlikethis!"? your thinking, you will have more fun
tain?
If you listen to that voice; chances and experience ·more of those break.Why don't ·we· have them more
are you will fulflll your own prophesy through runs.
?
When I co-authored "Inner and fail. To turn "I can't" into "can
Editor's Note: Robert J. Kriegel,
·· g,'' I found a pattern among those do," think about success. Focus on the
'ers experiencing breakthrough ftrst tum-look for one you can Ph.D. lectures and consults world. They weten 't concentrating on make-~ather than the whole run . wide on peak performance, leader· !ructions and rules; they were Remember the great run you had on a ship and strategies for dealing with
change. This article is the first part of
ving with their natural body flow similar slope.
And if that last run was not so a two part series on being prepared
lld balance. They weren't worrying
t looking good; they were busy great-you feU or lacked control of for the slopes.
your skis-recognize what you did
feeling good.

•

Faces
of UOP
Martial arts arc a major part ofRobert
Alcala's life.
"I like the discipline and confidence
karate has taught me," said Alcala.
Alcala has been involved in the martial arts for three years and has achieved
two green belts and a blue belt.
The discipline karate has taught Alcala has helped him out in his academics.
Alcala is a senior business major and the
president of Delta Sigma Pi.
"Delta Sig has helped be with my
managemen t skills and leadership skills,"
he said.
Along with his other involvements,
Alcala is in his first year of student advising; he enjoys giving attention to incoming studentS.

Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Gil Castillo
Sundance Running Club participating in two and five mile runs at Grupe
Park.
For many years running was considered ::: male-dominated sport. A

"I don't really
enjoy the actual
running; I enjoy
how it makes
me feel."
-Gary Rutishauser
large proportion of the members of
the running clubs consi~ts of women
who actively participate in runs.
Physicians tell us that women run

more economically than men.
"Women seem to run with greater
ease than men," wrote Thaddues
Kostrubala in "The Joy of Running."
"Women tire less and usually are less
stiff."
Manywomenarereluctantto begin
a running regiment because of physical discomfort, fear of ridicule, muggers or rapists or male hassles, according to Jim Fixx, author of "The
CompleteBookofRunning."Hestates
that men experience pain, ridicule,
fear and hassles, too, but there are
many ways to protect yourself. The
best advise is to run with a friend who
can sympathize or laugh with you, as
well as add safety to your run.
Everyone is encouraged to visit

I & G's REVIEW

The Grad: A rustic drinking hole
By Guy A . Williams
Staff W riter

and
By Jennifer Presten

.1
t .; ··

"' ._

Staff Writer

Great atmosphere, reasonable
prices, and proximity to campus. This
place is designed with college students in mind. How can anyone pass
this offer up? We're talking about
The Graduate, restaurant and bar.
The Grad is conveniently located
at 2207 Country Club, just about two
miles from campus. It's a rusticlooking drinking hole, with "log
cabin" type wood paneling that entices many UOP students to relax and
munch down some fries with their
friends. There is nothing formal about
this joint.
.
The casual atmosphere allows you
to sit back and actually put your feet
up while you sip on a Long Island

I

~&a~

Iced Tea that costs $3.75 for a half
,liter.
IT that seems a bit expensive for
your' pocketbook, then try The Grad
during Happy Hour, 4:30- 6:30p.m.
Well drinks arc $1.25, beer by the
mug is $.75, pitchers of draft beer are
$2.95, and bottled beers are only $1.
And the ever popular Long Islands
arc only $2.50.
The menu includes a wide variety
of sandwiches, huge hamburgers,
salads, charbroiled dinners and pizza.
We strongly recommend the
Gradburger, and caution that the bowls
of popcorn are very addictive.
Besides the drinks and food, the
atmosphere provides a good area for

AND
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RALEIGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON
Venetian Squ~re ~~
.
4555 N. Pershtng ~ ~
951-9820
.
Largest Selection of Bicycles and
Accessories in Stockton!!

uickFix
CAPT RALI DOBERSTEIN
916-278-7315

We'll repair your bicycle within 24
hours-cr the service is free!
repair all makes. .

we

• Special Orders Excepted
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

socialization. The long cafeteria-like
tables allow for a group of people to
all converse at the same time.
' The Graduate is a chain of ~u
rants and bars in the California area.
They are all similar, but we know that
The Graduates in Santa Barbara and
Davis offer dancing and loud music.
But, The Stockton Graduate has a
numerous amount of video games for
the student that enjoys a little competition against electronic kick boxers
and race cars.
With all these activities and wonderful drinks, we have no choice but
to give The Graduate, on a scale from
one to four, a pleasing"'"'"' •

Spring Setneste~ Is
Here!

H • All oH.he tl»>e.
'I. None. of the a~»~e.

MAJOR IN CAREER
SUCCESS lHROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

his/her doctor before beginning any
new physical fitness activity. Once
the physician gives you the go-ahead
you are ready to get outside and run.
The hardest part is getting started.
Fixx recommends tha! you begin
by running a few hundred yards, slowing to a brisk walk until you catch
your breath, then run a few hundred
yards more. He stresses that it is
important to get out and run at least
four times a week. For more information on running, the Sundance Running Club can be reached at 4775984.

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7 Sat 9-6 Sun 11-5

A9vertising
Concepts offers
you the latest
in quality
dorm, club or
Greek fashions!
Bookstore Charge
.

Available on Campus
26th and 27th· of
February
Order Anytime
~
Y.....

advertisind
concepts 0

1110 West Fremont
464-4040
Ask For john
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STATE OF THE ARTS

Out with the old, in with the new

BAND FROLIC
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UPBEAT Films attracts audience with new films, programs ·
By David Hurst
Entertainment Editor
It's a Saturday night. Once again
you've declined at; requests for a date
from significant others and arc prepared for a dull evening of "The
Golden Girls" and "Saturday Night
with Connie Chung." It doesn't have
to be this way, you know. The UPBEAT Films Committee has lined up
· a semester of entertainment that will
keep you from suffering a case of the
"weekend blues."
The UPBEAT Films Committee is
• the student group that chooses the
films played in the McCaffrey Center
Theatre five nights a week. The
committee is made up ofa hired chairperson and 8-10 student volunteers.
Miriam Watson, chairperson of
UPBEAT Films, says the committee
is trying to enhance the popular program, focusing on popular films, attendance and most of all, student
enjoyment. Not an easy task, with
such a diversity of opinions on campus. Watson hopes to satisfy all with
a variety of different films each week.
"We have cultural films on Tuesday,
recent hits on the weekends and popular films from a year or two back on
Thursdays," says Watson.
The committee consid~rs many

Gil Castillo- The Padfacan

UPBEAT FILMS cliAIR Mlria'm Watson updates movie marquee
and with her committee, the entire films program.

films each semester by reading
through the catalogs of two film distribution companies. A preliminary
list of possible films is then made.
According to Watson, this list will go
through a number of revisions and
editings before the films are ordered.
Watson and her committee choose
the ftlms we sec each week based on

a number of criteria including popularity, budget restrictions and depth.
"We can have 'Honey, I Shrunk the
Kids,' which will be a high attendance, entertaining ftlm. Or we can
choose 'Dead Poet's Society.' Again,
a high attendance, entertaining film,
but 'Dead Poet's' gives us a little bit
more to go on."

The committee has given viewers
quite a bit more to goon this semester,
with the selection of some films that
were controversial at the box-office.
"ADryWhiteSeason," "Do the Right
Thing" and "Colors" have all met
with critics during their regular run in
the theaters. One of the most disputed
films is "The Last Temptation of
Christ."
"We questioned whether it would
be appropriate. After consideration,
we decided we wanted to stir up different opinions and promote discussions and awareness," said Watson.
The discussions Watson refers to
may take place in the form of an open
forum after the presentation of the
film. This format may occur with
some of the other controversial films
as well.
In addition to the cultural films
and discussion being proposed, the
Films Committee has planned theme
weeks into this semester's calendar.
"Lethal Weapon 1 & 2" and both
"Back to the Future" movies are
examples of the planning that the
committee has been doing to spice up
the program.
Watson's position as chair of the
committee is a volunteer position. She
is in charge of facilitating the com(See FILMS, back page)

The 62nd Annual Band Frolic competition will take ~lac~ Friday,
16 and Saturday, Feb. 17 in the U .O.P Span?s Center. F?day s
performance will begin at 7 p.m., Saturday s at5 p.m. Tickets are
ina dvance and at the door at the Univeristy Box Office.

McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
Sculptures by Susan Leibovitz Steinman and charcoal drawings
Judith Foosaner are showcased at the McCaffrey Center Gallery
Feb. 16.
Beginning Feb. 19, the gallery will showcase photo collages by
Barta. The show will run through March 9. A reception for the artist
scheduled for Feb. 23 from 7-9 p.m. The UOP community is invited
attend.
The McCaffrey Center Gallery is located on the second floor of
McCaffrey Center. Gallery hours are 9 a.m.-9 p.m. weekdays and 3-9
weekends. For more information, contact Carla Malone at (209)

RICHARD H. REYNOLDS GALLERY
On exhibit now at the Richard H. Reynolds Gallery are ceramic
tures and drawings by artist Lisa Reinertson. The exhib,ition will
through Feb. 23. The artist will present a lecture on Feb. 23 at 1 p.m.
The Reynolds Gallery is located in room 107 of the art ae1:>ar1:men
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and Sunday 2-5 p.m.
more information, contact the art department at 946-2241.

McCAFFREY CENTER THEATRE
CRY FREEDOM: Denzel Washington, Kevin Kline
Thursday, Feb. 15 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 17 at 7 p.m.
WEEKEND AT BERNIE'S: Andrew McCarthy, Jonathan
Friday, Feb. 16 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 17 at 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 18 at 2, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

UB40's cove·r s

CoNCERTS------

BLOW UP: Vanessa Redgrave
Tuesday, Feb. 20 at 9 p.m.

continue· with

Motley Crue will be in concert with Faster Pussycat on Feb. 16 and 17
at the Oakland Coliseum. Tickets for the 8:30p.m. show are $19.50. The
groups will also appear Monday, Feb. 19 at the Arco Arena. Admission to
the 7:30p.m. concert are $18.50.

Labour of Love II

Tears For Fears and Deborah Harry will appear at the Cow Palace on
Saturday, Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. Admission to the concert is $19.50.

THE JESUS AND MARY
CHAIN- AUTOMATIC
Jim and William Reid ofTheJesus
and Mary Chain remember back to
when they were bored, unemployed
UB40- LABOUR OF WVE II
Labour ofLove was the album that teenagers and they joked about formreally pushed the UBs out of the ing a band that would become "the
EuropeanspotlightandintoAmerica, most influential band of the 80s, a
but it's kind of swprising how many band that woul d bring them money,
people didn't know that every song success, sex and drugs."
on the original album was a cover
Their 1985 debut Psychocandy
version of reggae classics from the had piercing guitar feedback on every
late60sandearly70s.LabourofLove song, and proved too bizarre for the
II picks ~p right where the first one mainstream. By their third release,
leftoffwtth lOmorewell-chosencuts Automatic the Reid brothers have
fro~that same period. .
.
finally polished up their act enough to
.
e record opens wtth therr ver- crossover to the general public.
~ .?f ~~n, Flesh & Bones' "Hetel The lyrics on the album blatantly
• ongmall~r~ordedbyAIGre~n. refer to drugs, guns, homicide, suiThe horn secuon IS extremely sohd, cide love sex and Hell but don't
especially in "Groovin"' and "The see~ to g~ anywhere in' particular.
:ay Y~u J?o The Things You Do." The music does, however, as eviass gwtartstEarlFalconertakesover denced in the frrst single "Head ON "
thevocalchores
'
.
on"B aby," WI'thAs tro with its sexual lyrics that would really
domg the toasting on John Holt's make your parents blush.
"WearYou To The Ball," done first b_y
The Reid Brothers are angry young
~-Roy. Th~ ~~~g.est cover of allts men hiding behind a shy exterior,
HomelyGtrl ongmallyrecordedby
·th w·ll;.,...., Ia' · to be ·
th Ch' L'
w1
1 ....... c I!Umg
mca_e I- Ites; reggae version by The pable of conversation due to incred· to
Pioneers.
.
1'ble amounts of act'd he has srud
The UBs seem tight enough as a have taken. Personalities aside the
band to cover anything, so it's no Reids connect musically on ali 11
wonderwhy.this formula works again tracks on Automatic which might
· these
' guys thought
the second ttme around ·
make you wonder 1f
about becoming the most influential
band of the new decade.

By Eric G. Ironson
Staff Columnist

Great White will be in concert at Warfield in San Francisco for a 7 p.m.
show. Tickets are $17-18. The performers will also be at the Arco Arena on
Tuesday, Feb. 27. Tickets for the 7 p.m. performance are $18.50.
Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers are scheduled to play at theArco Arena
on Monday, March 5. Tickets are $19.50 for the 8 p.m. show. The group will
also perform at the Oakland Coliseum on Tuesday, March 6. Tickets for this
8 p.m. show are $22.50.
Erasure is scheduled to play at the San Francisco Civic Auditorium on
Tuesday, March 6. Showtime is at 8 p.m. Tickets are $19.50.
Aerosmith and Skid Row will appear at the Cow Palace for an 8 p.m.
performance on March 9 and 10. Tickets are $22.50. The groups will also
perofrm toghether on March 12 at the Arco Arena in Sacremento. Ticket
prices are $22.50
Paul McCartney will play at the UC Berkeley Memorial Stadium on
Saturday, March 31. Reserved tickets are $30. Showtime is 7 p.m.
At press time, all tickets had been sold, but tickets are available in the
classified section of the San Francisco Chronicle.
Alice Cooper will be in concert at the Warfield in San Franciso on April
6 Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are $19.
Billy Joel will appear at the Oakland Coliseum on April9, 13 and 17.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. performance are $22.50. Tickets for the April 17
performance are still available, while the other two have sold out.
Tickets available at all BASS Ticket Centers including the Wherehouse
and Tower Records. Or charge by phone at 762-BASS.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
The Conservatory -of Music will continue its Resident Artist
Recitals on Tuesday, Feb. 20 with a performance by the woodwind faclultJ.II::l=~--:-:--::~:
Don DaGrade, bassoon; Neil Tatman, oboe; Mathew Krejci, flute;
Nemeth, french hom, and visiting artist Brian Schweichardt, clarinet,
present solo and ensemble pieces.
The concert will begin at 8:15p.m. in the Faye Spanos Concert niiiL•""'"'!!"'
Admission is by $2 scholarship donation. Students and.children are
ted free of charge.

w.

Chad Takahashi, a UOP Conservatory student, will be the .........
soloist of the Lodi Symphony Orchestra on Saturday, Feb. 24. The 8 p.m ll':tze!11Xltnany~lled.ldn'l
performance will include Concerto in G Minor by Mendelssohn
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
The performance will be held at Lodi's United Congregational r h•..;.,;.,, 1•
Church at Tokay and Hutchins streets. Tickets are $9 at the door and .oou,,•-purchased in advanced through the Conservatory Dean's Otlke.

OUT &ABOUT
••• Ray Bradbury will appear ~e evening of Saturday, Feb. 17 at 8"'""lhol:••
for a formal lecture. He will also be available for a book signing at 4 .l[~"':r~~lplefi.rurr-rlr~-,....:::~-
The event has been moved to Elbert Covell Hall from Raymond v••;;a.,wu..
Ticket prices for the lecture are $7.50 per person and are available
the UOP Box Office.
1

••• Stockton Civic Theatre will hold auditions for their upcomingii~''Ul(JJfohlfi.u
production of "Amadeus," Sunday, Feb. 25 from 7-10 p.m. Parts
available for 12 men, 3 women and extras. Performance dates are April
May 13. For further infonnation, contact SCT at 477-8264.

Cruise Ship -Job a
HIRING Men · Women, Summer/
Year Round . PHOTOGRAPHERS.
TOUR GUIDES, RECREATION
PERSONNEL. Excellent pay plus
FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii.
Bahamas. South Paclllc. Mexico.
CALL NOW! Call rerundabtoJ .

The Ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta
would like to congratulate their
1990 Pledge Class
110'1' Vb~VU1i.i.>
·•

• • . - . • • • •IIi .--..-.--. • • • • • • • • •
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Navy Dentistry:
A Practice With
World Of
Opportunity.
Get all the benefits of a
professional Navy
practice plus the
desirable lifestyle of a
Navy officer.
• Professional support
• Opportunities for
further education
• Travel
• Salary and benefits
comparable with
civilian practice
• 30 days paid
vacation per year
• Officer fringe
benefits
Call for more
information.
(415) 452-2900

NAVY1:}-0FFICER.
You are tomorrow.
You are the Navy.
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Basketball Ties up Titans in 2nd half win
By Tom Gregory

Thursday, Feb. 15
Men's Basketball vs. San Jose St................ 7:30pm
Wm~..en's B~ketball at Cal St. Fullerton ........ 5 p:m:
Men;_) Tennis vs. Santa Clara ........... :........ 2:30p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 15 - Sunday, reb. 18
Softball at Arizona Tournament :....................... TBA
Frldc..y, Feb. 16
Baseball vs. Portland St................................... 3 p.m.
Soturday, Feb. 17
Men's Basketball at Utah St. ...................... 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball at San Diego St. ........ 7:30p.m.
Baseball vs. Portland St................................... 1 p.m.
Women's Tennis vs. Cal Poly-SLO .................. 2 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 18
~ ' · · ~~: Baseball vs. Portland St. ................................... Noon
Ccra!n· .t

-23 811 ~~
lbe an P~
1.

·

•

1Monda~, Feb. 19
2~
5
PJIL~~ Women s Basketball vs. San Jose St..: ........ 7:30p.m.

Feb. 20
I Tuesday,
\>aseball National Baseball Institute .............. 3 p.m.

I Women's Tennis at UC Davis .... :..........,.... 1:30 p.m.
I

l
I

i Wednesday, Feb. 21
Bqsketball vs. Sacramento St. .... 7:30p.m.
s~l Women's
Softball vs. California ............·......................... 5 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Sonoma St............................ 2 p.m.

JocK SHo~
•••

Buster Who?

By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer
Last Saturday while attending
the UOP basketball game, I almost
choked on my tongue when the
announcer mentioned that James
"Buster" Douglas had knocked-out
Iron Mike Tyson.
Being that Douglas was a 35-1
underdog, the fight was under publicized and many people didn't even
realize that Tyson was fighting that
night.
I rushed home to watch the news
because I couldn't believe that Tyson had been KO'd. But sure enough,
photographs showed the greatchampion with his back on the canvas.
For fans who have been bored
by the lack of competition in the
heavyweight ranks, the upset was a
relief. Most people figured that there
wouldn't be a serious heavyweight
contender for the next five to eight
years. Now there will be more
emphasis on boxers like Douglas,
' Evander Holyfield, and even George
Foreman.
So why were WBA and WBC
administrators and promoters scurryingtostripDouglasofhischampionship? Unfortunately, the answer
to this question is money. Tyson is
such a big name that he draws a great
deal of money to the boxing industry. Both the WBA and the WBC
were leaning towards calling Satur-

Tom Gregory

day's match a "no contest," claiming that the referee gave Douglas
more than the allotted ten seconds to
stand up after Tyson knocked him
down in the eighth round.
Tapes of the match showed that
the referee did indeed start his count
about two seconds too late. Referees
have made similar mistakes in the
past, but boxing associations have
always stayed with the referee's
decision. However, because the
name Tyson means money in the
hands of men like Don King, the
WBA and WBC wanted to do what
they could to restore Money Mike
Tyson as the champion.
The result ·of a "no contest"
decision would have meant an automatic rematch between Douglas and
Tyson. The thought ofa rematch had
the WBA, the WBC,andeven HBO
drooling over how much money the
(See JOCK. back page)

Senior Staff Writer
With the game tied 39-39 at
halftime against Cal State Fullerton
last Saturday, UOP guard Anthony
Woods knew what the Tigers had to
do: "Get out there and pressure them
2nd hold back their big guns, (Cedric)
Ceballos and (Mark) Hill."
Even though Ceballos(23 ppg)
and Hill(19.7 ppg) both shot below
their point averages, they still had 15
and 18 points respectively. However,
11 of Ceballos' points came in the
ftrst h.Cf. From there on,the Tigers
only allowed Ceballos to sink four
points, all of which came on free
throws. According to Tiger As!istant
Coach Dave Shoemaker, "1bat'swhat
won the game."
The Tigers took the lead for good
early in the second half and even went

Men's
tennis
rallies
tliV'O wins
By Julie DeAnnond
Assistant Sports Editor
The UOPmen 's tennis team kicked
off their season with a loss to St.
Mary's, followed by a decisive win
over University of Nevada, Reno.
David Vande Pol, previously the
women's assistant coach, replaced
Dick Ricks as the men's coach and
has been working the team hard since
September.
"Dave makes tennis fun but at the
same time he is very strict," said team
captain Fernando Alvear. "That is the
key to a successful team."
The hard work paid off on Sunday
when the Tigers pulled out a tight
match 5-4 against UNR, whom they
have not beaten in the past
Mike Sandoz was named player of
the day for the three set battle he won
at no. 2, 6-4, 3-6, 7-6. Other singles
wins that day came from Fernando
Alvear7-6,6-2atno.4;Adam Schneir
6-4, 6-3, at no. 5; and Said Kordestani
6-1, 6-1 at no. 6. At the no. 1 position,
Igor Vulet.lc lost a close three-setter26, 6-2,5-7.
The Tigers went into doubles with
a 4-2 lead, needing just one match to
win. The team of Vuletic and Sandoz
won the deciding match 6-2,7-6 at no.
l.
The team's ftrst match of the season against St. Mary's is something
they would like to forget.
The Tigers' only victory that day
was from Gustavo Pacheco, a newcomer from Costa Rica. UOP was
down 1-5 when they had to stop
doubles due to darkness.
"Some of the guys had frrst match
jitters and got off to a slow start," said
Vande Pol. However, he and the team
members expect to have a very good
season...I'm excited about prospects;
I've seen a lot of improvement this
fall and I think we're going to swprise
some people this year."

ahead by as much as 11 points before
hauling in the 78-73 victory. Woods
and Dell Demps both scored 16 points
while Don Lyttle pulled down 9 rebounds for Pacific.
Woods in particular had an outstanding game for the Tigers. In the
final 48 seconds of the first half he
managed to pop a three-pointer and a
seven-foot jumper to tie the game up.
In the second half he again put on a
show in the waning seconds when he
made eightconsecutive free throws in
the ftnal 90 seconds of the game to
preserve Pacific's victory.
The win was a big one for the
Tigers considering that they were
coming off a 116-76loss to UNLV.In
frontofalargehomecrowd,theRebels
put on a show as they capitalized on
29 Tiger turnovers.
The Tigers, 13-9 overall and 6-7
in conference, are now tied for fourth
place in the Big West with the Titans.
Being that the bottom four teams are
forced to have a pll:\)'off at the end of
the season to decide which team will
(See HOOPS, back page)

DARYL WOLF slams one over the rim

tJOP Athletic Oepf.

Lacrosse .. a sport with spirit
By julie DeAnnond .
Assistant Sports Editor
The lacrosse team continued their
winning streak from last season by
beating Cal State Sacramento 8-5 in
their first game of the 1990 season.
"This is the first season in any
active player's memory where they
have started off with a win," said
Coach Steve Trotter.
Against Sacramento State, team
captain Jeff Solvason played all 60
minutes, controlling face-off play.
Chris Parr led in scoring with three
goals and two assists. Burke Culligan
scored two goals followed by Orin

Flask, Casey Sherman and Eric
Schoen who each scored one goal.
Freshman goalie Allie McHugh had
18 saves.
The Tigers were scheduled to play
the tough Occidental team last Saturday. Unfortunately, the team canceled
at the last minute so UOP won by
default.
On Sunday the Tigers did not play
up to their potential; they lost to San
Jose State 13-6. Pacific was stricken
with penalties, and so was short at
least one man during most of the
game. The Spartans took advantage
of the Tigers' man shortage, scoring
11 of the 13 goals while they were

short SanJoseStatedidnotgetnearly
as many penalties, so the Tigers did
not have as many opportunities to
score. Chris Parr led in scoring with
three goals. Todd Kaminski, Burke
Culligan and Andrew Psalto each
scored one goal.
..While this is a rebuilding year, it
has the potential of being our best
season in over a decade," said Trouer.
"With seven experienced freshmen,
the team is as good as last year probably better."
The Tigers play at Humbolt SL
Feb. 17 then travel to Cal Poly March
3. Their next home game is March 24
at 1 p.m. against Sonoma St
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FILMS

JOCK

(Continued from page 8)

(Continued from page 9)

mittee, managing the budget, ordering the films, handling season passes
and just about everything outside of
choosingthefibns. UPBEATrecently
proposed to the Senate the creation of
a managerial position for the Films
Committee. The job would then be a
paid position. The proposal was defeated by a 7-9 vote.
"There are many things that may
seem trivial about my position, but
amount to so much responsibility,"
said Watson. "Many of the things that
need to be done, or could be done
aren't because of priorities."
Despite the Senate rejection,
UPBEAT positions will be granted a
stipend next year, and Watson admits
she'd like to have the position again.
"It's really a lot of fun, but also a lot of
responsibility."
If you have suggestions for the
fllms program, Watson urges you to
share your concerns or becomepart of
the selections committee. The committee meets every other week for a
couple of hours to review fllm descriptions and discuss programming.
The University public is welcome to
participate. For more information,
contact Mir.iam Watson or ASUOP at
946-2233.

advance to the BWC's post-season
tournament, each ofUOP's final five
games will be extremely important.
The Tigers can start tonight by
beating San Jose State here. The
Spartans have only won five games
this season and stand ninth in the Big
West The Tigers beat San Jose earlier
in the season by a score of 78-71.
Lyttle led the Tigers in that game with
22 points and 9 rebounds. Game time
is set for 7:30 p.m. in the Spanos
Center.

(Continued from page 9)
match would rake in. HBO has a
contract with Tyson to televise all of
his title defenses, and ifTyson doesn't
have a title to defend, HBO will take
a big loss.
The events surrounding the aftermath of the Tyson-Douglas match
signify the bad politics which plague
the sport of boxing. It's sad when
boxing officials are more interested in
an error made by a referee, and less
concerned about which boxer dominated the match.

FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH
IS A WORSHIP PLACE
FOUR BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
AT ELDORADO AND FULTON

REV. ALAN FIELD, PASTOR
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CRUISE UNE HIRlNGI Immediate
openingt. ExW!ent pay. World tnvell Call
l·S18-4S9-3S3S. Ext . p297SCD.
Looking for a Fraternity, Sorority, or

Major credit cards accepted
' Personal checks ok with ID

463-7333

FAITH LUTHERAN IS A CONGREGATION OF
THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH IN
AMERICA

CLASSIFIEDS _ _ _ ____,

Sales· College Grads-Opportunity for
individuals with desire to build career in
stockbrokerage industry. Send retume to
Box 6400, San Mateo, CA 94103.

Put It on your UOP account

CHECK IT OUT SUNDAY MORNINGS
SUNDAY SCHOOL/BIBLE STUDY ............ 9:00
WORSHIP .............................................. 10:00
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Be your own bOut Oimibutonhips,
Dealenhipc, Mooey making opportunities,
Fl'lllchises, and Mail order. Detail, send
$2.00 to: National Marketing Company, box
3006. Boston, MA 02130.
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WE OFFER WELCOME. CARING. HOPE.
FORGIVENESS. AND GOOD NEWS.........

student organization that would like to make
$500-$1 ()()()fora one-week on campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Bode or Becky at 1-800-592-2121.

l·OR Si\LE

skiing II $8011 Call Jennifer at 946-9315.

RAPIDOGRAPH 7 PE.N SET
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Steady Eddie, You have opened up my
life as well as my heart. I love yoU-...alwayt.
Love, Shee Shee.

1984 Mazda RX 7 GC Excellent condition.
Call 473-8236.
Sooy Oisanan CD player with portable
battery and strap. $SO or best offer. Panasonic
typewriter with LCD readout with manual.
Great condition. $65. Leave message - 944·

To my sisten at Wemyss, I love you all
It's wonderful living with you. You're my
family. Love, Sheila.

7816.

Alpha Chi Omega congratulates Lisa
MarieandRobootheirengagement. When's
the wedding77

Rouignal CMV Skill! lBScm. Complete
with Tyrolli.a bindings II Perfect for Spring

Miriam-Hi Hoi Hi Hoi It's off to the
tnow we got -James

by Koh-i-noor
Suggested retail $97.00

Sale pric~d $49.99
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Regularly $45.00

MARDI GRAS
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PARlV SAL~~

Sale-priced $29.00

Drawing board head Regularly $19.99

Sale priced $13.99

Celebrate Mardi Gras At Tower Records
With Savings On Over 80 Titles From
New Orleans, Mardi Gras Cajun, Zydeco
& Louisiana Music From Rounder Records.

COMPACT DISCS

CASSETTES

11.99

6.99

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
IBM PS/2 Model 25
Reg price $1699

Yours for just
• 20 M3 Hard drive
• 512K RAM

• Monochro~ monitor
• DOS4.0

SALE ENDS 2/27/90
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STOCKTON

6623 PACIFIC AVENUE, LINCOLN VILLAGE

VISA

--Coni

MUSIC VIDEOS * VIDEO SALES & RENTALS!
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